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Bob, you are our ancient Briton, or rather all the ancient Britons combined ; 

not so ancient, by the ways: as when -we saw them last; you are five hundred 

years younger. aa ai ss 

Here is a wig. with - ‘long hair, and a pair of Rone moncenes eae a cloth 

tunic fastened by a-leather belt, and a pair of untanned leather buskins... Sling 

this hunting horn (never mind about blowing it), round your shoulders, and put 

this sword into your belt, and T think’ you: make a very respectable Briton 

indeed. You are supposed to inhabit all England, and you had better. keep 

moving up and down, sometimes the Picts and Scots (William), will worry you 

sometimes the North, Sea pirates will come and: fight with you, and you: ‘have 

to be down on the south and ‘east coast to meet them when they land. I must 

tell. you that 
“Take one consideration with another, another, 

. The Briton’ s life is not a happy one, happy one.” 
Chorus—Happy one.’ 

You are continually being beaten ; it’s no use clenching your fist, you are—your 

enemies are too strong, the Picts and Scots, and.the pirates, and step by step 

you will be driven back ;:you must obey my orders, and when and where I ‘tell 

you to go, off you must march. ; 

Now for the pirates ;, who will be pirates? 

Bob, you can’t be a pirate and an ancient Briton at the same time, SO 0 you 

must just stop where you are. 

Yes, you will do, Ethel, Mabel, ee Tee Hilde: “Mary, Dick, and 

Charley and all the babies’ of the’ establishment. - We live in the. days of 

baby-vocalists, pianists, and: dancers, why. should we not have Baby, pirates as 

well ? 

‘Now all. of you go over there. Take some chairs, and hecis, and Blamiere 

and make yourselves some cosy little huts. Those will do very well. 

' Right up there at the further end is what is called Jutland, a part of 

Denmark ; here is North Germany, or Sleswick, inhabited in those days by the 

Saxons and Angles or English. They ate, as you can see by the very look of 

those who are peeping out of their huts (peep out, children), a very wild set of 
people. They live in small settlements or villages:in a barren, waste and sandy 
country, where they find it very difficult to keep body and soul together. They 
farm their grass lands, such grass as it is, and use their timber, for the country 

abounds in. large forests, for fire-wood and building purposes. They hunt wild 

animals, and catch fish. , ;


